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ESSENTIAL CLIPPERS FOR SUPERIOR FRUIT

A CUT ABOVE THE REST
Manufactured and imported from Spain, the Manzana clipper range is designed to carefully harvest fruits 
that have recessed stems without causing any damage to the fruit, preventing rot. Rot starts with the 
entry of fungal spores into blemished skin on the fruit. The shape of the blades, the angle of the handles 
and the relief on the counter-blade help prevent the clippers from pinching or scratching the skin of the 
fruit. In turn, this minimises the financial loss that could result from having to discard rotten produce.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
The Manzana M14 and M14L models are used to harvest both apples and citrus. The main difference 
between these two models is that the M14L model has longer handles, which increase leverage, 
reducing the effort needed when cutting.

The Manzana M11-DI and M18-DI clippers have curved and rounded blade tips to help avoid puncturing 
the fruit and are used solely for citrus harvesting. The M11-DI model has a cutting stop that allows the 
user to place the stem at the appropriate cutting point, preventing the clippers from moving too far and 
cutting the fruit behind the stem.

The Manzana clippers are also adjustable, eliminating the typical loosening caused by intensive use. 
Spare springs, nuts and bolts (for the M14 and M14L) and leather straps are also available.
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The below table shows the features across the 4 different Manzana models.

FEATURE COMPARISON M14 M14L M11-DI M18-DI

Carbon steel X X X X

Adjustable X X X X

Ergonomic X X X X

Ergonomic hook X X

Extra fine cutting blade X X X X

Counter-blade relief X X X X

By-pass cutting system X X X X

Greater leverage X

Plasticised handles X

Concave cutting blades X X

Curved tips X X

Rounded tips X X

Opening stop X X

Cutting stop X


